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1 

Introduction 

 
So it’s true, the world is changing at an alarming pace. Every day there is someone working very hard to 

usher in new technology and social concepts. The question is, what is the local business community 

doing to harness and take advantage of these changes?  

Facebook has rolled out a new feature called Facebook Live that is growing in popularity with every 

minute that passes. This feature presents a great opportunity for you as a local business owner to 

advance your position. There are so many different ways that you can use the platform to increase 

awareness of your business and increase those sales. If you are looking for innovative ways to market 

your brand and boost your business, then this book is perfect for you. Read on to find out how you can 

take advantage of Facebook Live and use it market your business. This innovative platform is already 

proving to be a marvelous opportunity for entrepreneurs, get in on it before it’s too late. 

“Let me tell ya. You gotta pay attention to signs. When life reaches out with a moment like 

this it's a sin if you don't reach back... I'm telling you.” 

― Matthew Quick 

 

 

 

What is Facebook Live? 

 

Facebook Live is a feature that allows you to broadcast live videos via your mobile device, to all your 

Facebook followers, fans and friends. When this platform was first launched, it was limited to verified 

users and pages only, but Facebook has since opened it to the public, meaning people like you and me 

can use it anytime. 

As the name itself suggests, the videos are LIVE meaning they are being streamed to your friends and 

followers in real time. You have the option to save the videos to your timeline so they can be accessible 

to people who missed the live stream or want to re-watch the feed. We will discuss this in the next 

chapter: How to use Facebook Live- step by walk through 

 

"Live videos are real-time video posts on Facebook. Live videos from public figures you follow 

and your friends will appear in your News Feed. When you're watching a live video or a video 

that was live, you can tap or click Subscribe to get notified the next time that Facebook 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1251730.Matthew_Quick
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account starts a live broadcast." -Facebook.com 

 

If you are having troubles understanding what Facebook Live is all about you should look at it this way: It 

is like YouTube videos but with two differences; one, the video is being watched the exact same time as 

you record it and two, it all happens on Facebook. 

That should be much simpler to understand now. Are you still confused? Well, don’t worry you will 

understand better when you read the next chapter. For now just keep reading to find out why this 

feature is important to your business. 

 

Why is Facebook Live important to your business? 

You might be asking yourself why you need to know about Facebook live videos and how they can be of 

use in marketing your business. Take a minute to think about social media and its influence on the 

community. Imagine how many people use Facebook today - << side note, if your business does not have 

a Facebook page then you might want to open one NOW>> 

The most important feature about Facebook live videos is that whenever you go live, all your Facebook 

friends and followers will get a notification that you are streaming live. This alone goes a long way in 

ensuring that your customers and followers are always informed on your live videos and do not miss the 

stream because they did not know. 

In the event that they did miss the live stream, a saved copy of the video and be made available on your 

timeline and your website. In fact, the post live streaming video can be used for a number of marketing 

strategies including product launch and promotion. It’s a really good way of linking back to the website 

and increasing traffic. 

The live video feature allows you to engage and reach out to your customers and potential customers 

alike. Did you know that 88% of internet users spend their time online watching videos? Imagine the 

audience you would be able to reach broadcasting live on Facebook, it’s like having your own TV 

network and better yet, it’s free!! 

Now take a few minutes to answer the following questions: 

 Do you own a local business? 

 Could your business use some publicity? 

 Do you want to increase your market strength? 

 Do you like FREE advertising? 

 

If you answered yes to any of the questions, then you will enjoy finding out how to use Facebook Live 

marketing to boost your business. 
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2 

How to use Facebook Live 
  

One important thing about new technology is that you have to familiarize yourself with its 

functionalities first before you can be able to take advantage and use it to get ahead. The good thing 

about Facebook Live is that once you go through this short technical step walkthrough, you won’t need 

to be taught again. So let us jump right at it and go through this once off tutorial on how to use 

Facebook Live. 

 

What you will need 

There are a few things that you need to be able to broadcast on Facebook Live, most of these items you 

already have them, but if you don’t have them, you should go ahead and make a few purchases you will 

not regret it when the results start coming through. 

To get started you will need: 

 A good mobile device with an excellent front camera 

 Facebook app installed on the device 

 Facebook account or page 

 Strong internet connection 

 A selfie stick ( optional) 

That’s it; that’s all you need to get started now move on to the next section. 

 

1. Launch and run your Facebook mobile app from your device, navigate to the ‘update status’ bar 

just like you would normally do when updating your status, just beside the status bar you will 

notice an icon that looks like a shadow of a person who is emitting some waves, see the image 

below: 
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2. If you have located the icon, just go ahead and click on it. 

 

3. If you are using Facebook Live for the first time, Facebook will request for permission to use 

your device’s camera and microphone. Don’t worry you only have to do this once, the next time you 

broadcast you will not be asked. 

4. When you have given the app the necessary permissions, you will be taken to an introduction 

page; it has a lot of useful information. When you have gone through it press the ‘continue button’ 

(the blue button) Give the service a moment to prepare for use, you are not yet broadcasting at this 

point. 

5. By now the service is ready, but you need to configure your privacy settings first. It’s also a one-

off step, but you can come back and change them according to need. The options you have here are 

just like when you update your status or upload a photo; you can choose public since the goal here 

is to reach out to the largest audience possible.  
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TIP: if you have never used Facebook Live, its best to do a test broadcast first, for this you might 

want to set your privacy settings to ‘only me,' so the public doesn’t see you wobbling around trying 

to get up to the grid.  

6. You are almost set to go Live; you just need to write a short description about your live video. 

It’s the same as how you would caption a video on YouTube, just make sure it’s nice and contains 

information on what the broadcast is about. 

 

 

TIP: this is the first part of drawing an audience so take your time with the description. 

 

7. Verify your camera settings and lighting. Check if you have the right camera selected in the 

options. 
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8. It’s time to go live! Click the blue button and the live video stream will start. A countdown will 

begin…3, 2, 1, LIVE!  

 

 

TIP: You can broadcast LIVE for a maximum of 90minutes 

 

9. You are live on Facebook; your audience can view your videos in real time. Facebook allows you 

to see the activity concerning the live stream while you are broadcasting, you can see the comments 

and the shares at the lower part of your feed. The feature comes with some options for blocking a 

user, responding to comments, taking questions and engaging with the viewer’s live. 

 

TIP: Engaging the viewers live via this feature could be the ultimate difference between you and 

your competitors 

TIP2: Include a call-to-action either on your video in the form of an annotation or below your video, 

encouraging viewers to share your video. Simply asking your viewers to "Click like, and Share If" 
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when your video is about to end. "Click if, Share If" statements are one of the most effective call to 

action for Facebook Live Video post. 

 

By sharing, they are endorsing your video to their friends and will help you generate even more 

views as a result. 

 

10. To end the broadcast click on ‘finish.' You will immediately see an option to save the video to 

your timeline or save to your phone. 

 

 

TIP: Always save the videos to your timeline so that the viewers who missed the live stream can 

catch up. If you have a website, upload the video to your website too. 

 

There you have it if you missed something you can go back and reference from the steps above. Now 

that you know how to use Facebook Live, it’s time to find out how you as a business owner can use this 

feature to boost your business. 
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3 

Things every business owner should know about 

Facebook Live Marketing 
 

If you have made it this far it means you are serious about using Facebook Live to market your 

business and improve your position, however, there are a few things you should know that could be the 

difference between successful campaigns and huge marketing flops. You have to set up the ideal 

marketing environment first before jumping into broadcasting live. The idea is to build a good following 

and get people interested. And of course, by maximizing the amount of traffic coming to your website, 

you are maximizing the number of sales and amount of profit you can make. That is what we are going 

to cover in this section of the book. Get your highlighter ready, here we go: 

 

It’s all about followers and building an audience 

 

One of the biggest challenges that people face, especially to start with, is getting viewers and a 

following. For instance, if you go Live on Facebook, but you do not have many friends, fans or followers 

then the live video probably isn't going to get many viewers, and that defeats the whole purpose of 

Facebook Live marketing. The concept is based on broadcasting to a large audience, so you stand better 

chances of converting some of the viewers to sales and increase your brand awareness while you are at 

it. 

So, the first thing you want to do as a business owner is to lock down a decent amount of followers, so 

when you begin the live videos, you have a good number of viewers. It is from this base of views that 

you will grow an audience as your live streams begin to catch on. 

 

One way of getting people to like your business page and follow you is to offer small promotions, things 

like ”like our Facebook page and stand a chance to win a shopping voucher” do wonders to Facebook 

traffic. 

 

Ou could try posting some interesting memes and photos during the weeks leading up to the Facebook 

Live Video Marketing campaign. However, the content of these images has to remain relevant to your 

subject. 
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Target Audience 

 
So you have managed to build a solid following on your Facebook account, Bravo! You are ready to go 

ahead with the live video campaign, but quick question: 

 

Do you know who exactly you are targeting with the videos? 

 

The first rule of marketing is to identify the target audience or environment and the same rule applies to 

Facebook Live Marketing.  

 

For instance, a piece of video marketing on Facebook aimed at men aged 50 and over is going to 

be very different in style to video aimed at teenage girls for example. 

By deciding which target demographic you want to aim your promotion towards before creating your 

video content and going live, you can ensure that your live video marketing on Facebook will be much 

more successful.  

 

Know your competition 

If you have decided to use Facebook Live to market your business chances are your competitors have 

thought of it too. It is useful to scout out the opponents, visit their accounts and see what they are doing 

and go back to your drawing board and do something better and different.  

If you are a real estate agent for example, and you notice your competitor is showing live videos of their 

listings you can upstage them by holding live open houses with prospect buyers, they sit in the comfort of 

their homes while you show them the house according to their requests which they make via the 

comments section. 

You see how important it is that you study what your competition is doing. It helps in coming up with 

captivating video content and themes. 

 

Who goes live? 

Sorry to say this, but not everyone has the video character to go Live. The success of this whole 

marketing strategy lies on the person who will be hosting the videos. If you cannot find someone who 

fits the profile of a host within your company, then try to find hired help. The face of your campaign 

needs to be on point, always!  

ATTENTION: the person commanding the Facebook Live videos needs to know everything there is to 

know about the business and or product. 
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 Keep the Live Videos Interesting 

Another common problem with video marketing is that it is easy to lose the attention of the crowd. 

Remember that this is Facebook and people are here to socialize and have fun. They are only going to 

tune into your Live Video and keep watching if it is interesting, entertaining and grabs their attention. 

It's easier for humans to watch a video than read an article, but it’s much easier for the same humans to 

blacklist video content that does not appeal to them, especially on social media platforms. 

 

Short and relevant Broadcasts leave a lasting impact 

 

Depending on your product, shorter broadcasts would have a better impact on the audience than live 

streams that drag on and on. It’s all about keeping it sweet and short, leaving the audience yearning for 

more, if you are running a promotion, for example, you could release the information in a series of 

broadcasts rather than giving the audience everything at one go. 

Another great idea would be to broadcast live then lead the audience to your website for the rest of the 

videos.  

The content should always maintain relevancy and not deviate from your subject matter unless of 

course you are led by the public itself. 

 

Video Quality 

 

Ensure that you use a device with good video quality, this applies to both picture and sound. There is 

nothing that repels viewers than bad picture quality and altered sound. 

 

Make Use of the comments section 

The Facebook Live feature comes powered with a comments section for the viewers to interact and 

possibly comment on the live stream. You have the option to deactivate this function. For business 

owners who are serious about getting ahead and boosting their sales, using this feature could be the 

ultimate weapon. 

You can hold a live question and answer session where customers ask questions concerning the product, 

and you respond live and direct. More so, you can use the comments to modify the content of the video 

to meet the demands of the public. 

However, the comments can bring in bad elements which you should be very careful in handling; you do 

not want to start a mass war on your live stream now do you? 
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Top ways to use Facebook live video for your 

business 
Since live streaming is all about engaging and interacting with your audience in real-time, businesses can 

use this feature to break down barriers and reach out to the public in a very unique and effective way. 

This alone breaks all marketing limitations and allows entrepreneurs to tap into a very versatile source 

of advertising. 

If you own a business, you can use Facebook Live to boost your business in a number of innovative and 

engaging ways, including: 

 

1. Real-time Promotions and Contests 

We have seen a lot of pages offering gifts for likes and things like that. Facebook Live kicks the gears up 

a notch; you know how they hold contests on TV and radio? Well, you can do the same with live videos. 

The comments function allows you to speak directly to the audience. Therefore you could ask them to 

do certain tasks or answer easy questions related to your brand. Remember whatever it is that you ask 

of your audience always keep it light and fun. 

Alternatively, you could use the live videos to announce a contest and lead the viewers to your page and 

website. If your business requires you to collect email addresses and form lists, you can very well use 

this feature to put in place your strategy.  

Always collect customer data during these contests as they will help you fine-tune your marketing 

strategies and possibly improve on them. 

 

2. Exclusive behind the scenes footage 

Sometimes the public relates better to a product when they see the behind the scenes happenings. Take 

your customers for a walk, show them what you do and how you do it. It would be even better if you got 

your employees to talk a bit and explain how they do their work. For example, a baker can give a live 

commentary of how they bake cakes or something interesting that will excite viewers. 

 

3. Live interviews 

This one mostly concerns event planners, coaches, and other similar business. Host exclusive one-on-

one interviews with interesting personnel on your Facebook page. If you promote music shows and 
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concerts then an “impromptu –like” interview with the performer would definitely excite the audience. 

Life coaches can bring in influential speakers or past clients to come and talk to the audience. 

The ultimate strategy is to have these interviews on recurring days and time. That way your followers 

will always schedule their time and make sure they tune into your special broadcasts. Depending on 

your goals and business, one interview per week would be more than enough to generate a solid 

interest and following. 

 

4. Personal face time 

You as a business owner can schedule personal face time with the audience and use the platform to 

answer questions, give some scoop on upcoming products and even get feedback on your business. If 

you have interesting and inspiring stories to share you can go for it. The nature of this kind of broadcast 

is casual-to-personal but always keep the content relevant to your business.  

You can always bring in some guests to add more diversity to the videos. Ask friends, co-workers, etc. to 

come and host the video with you, as long as they bring a fresh perspective and can keep the videos 

interesting. 

 

5. Responding to comments and questions 

Through the comments section available during live streaming, customers can ask questions concerning 

your product. You can bring in someone to stand as your customer care personnel so they can respond 

to the comments live and direct. If you happen to get questions sometime after you’ve published your 

post, you can always share a replay of your Live video. 

 

6. Teasing and introducing new products 

Another way to use Facebook Live video to boost your business is to give a sneak peak of your products. 

For example, if you just received a shipment of a new product, but it’s not yet available on the market, 

you could use a Live video to tease your customers and generate curiosity and excitement over the 

product. 

 If you use this marketing tactic, you should provide a way to take preorders and capitalize on the hype 

you just generated. 

 

7. How to videos, Demos, and Tutorials 

Facebook live videos can be an excellent way to show the public how your products work. Based on 

customer feedback, you can hold live sessions to demonstrate how to use a product and give a 

walkthrough on troubleshooting. 
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People running fitness and health programs can use the live function, in the same manner, personally 

demonstrating some of the moves, exercise techniques, and other things like that. 
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5 

Practical Examples of Facebook Live Video 

Marketing 

A. Restaurants 

If there is one industry that is constantly reviewed and searched for online, it’s the restaurant business. 

Try to Google tourism, travel or food; you will notice that the first two pages or so on Google are 

occupied by restaurant reviews, blogs, and advertisements. When you employ the use of live video 

streaming, you can basically take control of your restaurant's online presence and be in charge of the 

narrative. 

When used strategically, Facebook live streaming can help business owners add personal touches to 

their restaurant’s online presence and generate hype for the brand in question. For example, one could 

live-stream the chef making the day’s special or working on a particular local dish that is not found 

anywhere else. As the chef is working on the dish, the audience can ask questions, provide feedback or 

anything along those lines and they can respond live for the whole audience to see. 

The ways to use Facebook live in the restaurant business are endless really; you could show off some of 

your latest new dishes, walk through your remodeled kitchen, show off promotions and even broadcast 

some special holidays live. Special days like Mother’s day and Valentine’s Day could make for really good 

and exciting content for the viewers. Here is a list of ways that can be useful in using Facebook live 

videos to promote your restaurant. 

– Restaurant and kitchen tours 

– Demonstrate how to cook certain recipes 

–Dinner parties 

– Special events  

– Live customer testimonials or reviews from people who just dined at your place 

– Menu changes and the day's specials 

 

Whichever way you decide to implore Facebook live in your business, always track your analytics and 

evaluate public engagement, that way you will be able to customize your content according to audience 

preferences. 
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B. Real Estate Agents 

Real estate agents have a number of ways they can tap into Facebook live video and convert it into a 

powerful marketing and branding tool. Essentially, the live video platform has handed real estate agents 

an opportunity to have their own “house-showcase” live show. If you own a real estate business here 

are a good number of ways you could use live streaming to get ahead. 

Virtual open house 

Imagine this; you are streaming live from an open house with potential buyers viewing the house from 

all different locations without needing to be there in person; they ask you questions via the comments 

section and in turn, you respond live for everyone to follow. This can very well reduce the amount of 

time spent showing houses in person to people who are unlikely to buy. From the virtual open house, 

real interested and potential buyers will reach out to you and make appointments that could easily be 

turned into sales. 

By doing virtual open house, you are removing all sorts of barriers that prevented you from reaching an 

endless count of potential buyers. There are those buyers that see your open house sign but do not get 

the chance to come in due to a number of different reasons; now they can sit in the comfort of their 

home or office and walk through your listings remotely. 

In the end, only real interested folks will be dropping by your office as they already know a great deal 

about your listing. 

Live Virtual Walkthrough 

Facebook Live Video can reach anyone in your network of fans and followers. If you announce a 

scheduled virtual walk through of your listing well in advance, you can easily showcase your new listing 

to a much wider audience than the traditional walkthrough. As with the virtual open house, you can 

respond to questions live during your broadcast. 

This tactic allows you to tap into different clientele tastes and styles. You can see the reactions in the 

comments which of your listings is most favored, which ones are not that appealing, and then you adjust 

accordingly. Furthermore, you can save time by doing a virtual tour before arranging an in-person 

Walkthrough, the advantage being that more than one interested buyer can be engaged. 

Here is a sneaky piece of advantage that a live virtual walk through will bring to the table: as potential 

buyers see other people comment and show interest in a property they were not sure about, they might 

be converted and pressured into buying. 

Live question and answer sessions 

Holding a Q&A session via Facebook Live is a convenient way to interact and reach out to potential 

customers. It’s also a good opportunity to talk to people who are not yet ready to buy a home; they can 

ask you all sorts of questions they have concerning home buying. By answering these questions, you are 

firmly establishing your agency as the go-to place for want-to-be homeowners and sellers. 

Also, you can save these videos to your timeline and website for future reference. 
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Neighborhood tours 

One deciding factor when it comes to home buying is the neighborhood. Prospective buyers want to see 

and judge if an area is suitable for them. Using Facebook Live, you can host neighborhood tours with 

exclusive commentaries and spontaneous interviews with local residents. You can show the area at 

different times of the day, show off the area’s best spots, grocery shops, schools, parks and recreational 

activities. 

The more casual you are in the tours, the more they will look sincere and more viewers will be engaged. 

 

C. Salon and Barbershops 

Salon and barbershop owners can use Facebook live to interact with local customers. As you already 

know, there are always new haircuts trending; you can actually make sure your salon is the one making 

local haircut trends by using live videos to showcase new styles. A better way to do this would be to 

feature local celebrities, broadcast live on your Facebook page while they have their haircut. 

You can also hold weekly style advice sessions where one of your stylist talks and gives hair cut advice to 

the audience. Using the comments section you can steer up fashion and style discussions and end by 

telling the public the discussion will continue later on at the salon or barbershop. It would be even more 

engaging if you shared live some of the in-shop happenings, you would have to ask for permission from 

your clients first, but imagine the hype these video sessions would generate! 

Owners of beauty salons can also take advantage of this incredible platform by broadcasting live during 

beauty therapy sessions. For example, you can have a fixed broadcasting day per week where you show 

live videos of different beauty themes. One week can be about manicures and nail polish styles, the next 

week you change the theme to pedicure or facials. It all up to you and the way your audience reacts, just 

look at the insights to adapt your content. 

In addition, you can give live makeover tips, engaging the audience as virtual assistants to the makeover. 

They will give their comments and views in relation to the styling, such engaging activities will no doubt 

earn you a steady and loyal following that is filled with potential to be converted into sales. 

For salons that sell beauty product, you can hold live tutorial sessions via Facebook live to show your 

customers how to correctly use products and give tips on things to do to achieve particular beauty goals. 

If you choose the right person to host the videos, you will start noticing changes to your followers and 

brand, ultimately leading to improved business market power. 
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6 

Conclusion 
 

 

As you can see, Facebook Live can be used in an endless number of ways to boost business. The 

examples stated in this book are not the only ways to use this incredible product, business owners 

should always try to come up with their own innovative ways of using live streaming, the more different 

and unique your content is the better your videos will do and that alone gives you a big boost in as far as 

marketing your business is concerned. 

To recap, here are some of the ways you can use Facebook live videos to advance your position: 

Real-time Promotions and Contests 

Exclusive behind the scenes footage 

Live interviews 

Personal Facetime 

Responding to comments and questions 

Teasing and introducing new products 

How to videos and tutorials 

 

Remember your creativity is not limited, find other ways to use the live videos and watch your business 

grow from strength to strength. If you are interested in other marketing concepts feel free to visit our 

website or leave a message. Enjoy Facebook Live and most of all boost your business. 


